Fleet Insight.
Know more.
Guess less. Boost
productivity.
Know more about the vessels you
manage. Understand quickly and act more
efficiently. Get answers without having to
jump between different applications.
Go from a high-level view down to the
detail in just a few seconds.

Watch video

Start
free trial

Track every fleet from one location
Get a clear view of what’s happening in today’s complex
maritime environment. Find and fix problems faster and
improve the effectiveness of your ship management
operation.
Manage navigation compliance more effectively
Avoid Port State Control (PSC) and vetting issues with
an up to date view of vessel inventories and compliance
requirements. Use PSC Inspection data to track
compliance performance and prepare for port arrival.
Work more efficiently
View live vessel positions on CMAP charts, overlay
weather, MARPOL zones and other nearby vessels.
Enhance your experience further with AVCS Online and
Risk Intelligence.
Resolve disputes and understand incidents quickly
View current and historical voyage tracking, nautical
miles sailed and sea hours, overlaid on charts, MARPOL
and other key maritime data.
Spend less on navigation
Spot overspending and drive down your overall cost of
navigation with a completely transparent view of your
navigational purchasing online.

Which package is right for you?
Voyager Fleet Insight provides a full overview of fleet position, navigation compliance as well as purchasing, digital
product usage and service management to help make ship management, navigation and compliance management and
purchasing related tasks simpler, more efficient and more cost-effective.
Explore the possibilities with our Voyager Fleet Insight packages.
Features and functionality

Basic

Essential

Professional

Basic vessel tracking
Premium vessel tracking (live and historic data)
Subscription management
Inventory management
Compliance management
Vessel/office technical library management
Onboard ENC/ECDIS status*
New Edition alerts
Route and catalogue based ordering
Order management
PSC inspections
Port call history
Bespoke customer defined library management
Route exchange*
KPI reporting
Wallboard
Reports
Route monitoring*
CMAP charts
Adjacent fleet positions
Maritime weather
Maritime security
MARPOL management
Territorial waters
Alerts
24/7 customer support
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*Requires VPS to be installed on-board

Other Voyager Fleet Insight applications
The following applications are also available to enhance your Voyager Fleet Insight experience.
I.H.S Markit port information
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AVCS Online

Usage analysis

Safe. Port to Port.
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